**Answers to turf questions**

by Fred V. Grau
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**Q's and A's**

Q.—At our club we have had lousy luck with overseeding bents and bluegrasses. We can't always water when we need to in order to save the Poa annua so—we lose most of it. We've seriously considered overseeding with Kentucky 31 fescue for two or three years to see if we can produce better fairway turf that won't need so much babying. Your comments will be welcomed.

A.—Before I encourage you to proceed with Ky 31 fescue on your fairways you should be fully aware of several conditions with which your Green Committee should be acquainted.

1. The seed must be planted in August and early September while the soil is warm. Tall fescue germinates and emerges poorly when nights get cool.

2. Rate of seeding must be heavier than with smaller-seeded grasses. A rate of 200 pounds
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**FROM THE FIRST TEE TO THE 19TH HOLE...**

**A ROYER SHREDDER MAKES A BETTER COURSE**

Royer Soil Shredders are currently being used at most of the best-known golf courses in the country. And for good reason. These shredders provide the most efficient means available for preparing top-quality soil mixes. The kind of mixes that produce greener greens, smoother fairways, tighter tees and overall, just a better-looking better-playing golf course. 

Consider our Superintendent Model—the Royer that’s intended especially for golf courses. It’s big enough to handle expansion and reconstruction jobs (produces at the rate of 15 cubic yards per hour), yet small and mobile enough to use when top dressing greens and tees. (It thoroughly mixes, cleans and aerates any formula to a top dressing that spreads easily, doesn’t stratify, and guarantees ready percolation of water and fertilizer.)

Between these jobs you can use the Superintendent for many other chores involving soil mixing. Like building a turf grass nursery, preparing a compost pile, emergency turf repairs and even landscaping at the 19th hole.

Our new booklet, “Golf Course Superintendent’s Guide to the use of Royer Equipment” outlines these uses and several others. It also includes some tips on using the Royer Powscreen. There’s no obligation; a copy is yours for the asking.

**ROYER**

ROYER FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO. • 171 PRINGLE ST. • KINGSTON, PA. 18704
There are 101 reasons why Cyclone Spreaders/Seeders are your best buy!

When you select a Cyclone, you are getting the benefit of 101 years of broadcast spreading equipment know-how... experience that has made Cyclone the pace-setter of the industry.

There are more than 20 different Cyclone models from which to choose—models engineered and designed for almost every spreading and seeding need. If you have a special spreading or seeding problem—Cyclone has the answer!

Cyclone Spreader/Seeders save time, work and materials. They broadcast at precise recommended rates—up to 5 times faster than ordinary spreaders. Easy-to-follow instructions for spreading seed, fertilizer and a wide range of other materials are included with all models.

If you want speed, accuracy and dependability—you want a Cyclone! Contact your Cyclone Dealer or Distributor today for full information on the popular Cyclone line.

**THE CYCLONE SEEDER CO., INC.**
Dept. 60-3, Urbana, Indiana 46990

Cyclone—The quality name in broadcast spreaders since 1868!